News

2009-01-27  
**OASIS Members Form Committee to Address Gaps in SOA Standards for Telecommunications** [1]  
Microsoft, Primeton, Alcatel-Lucent, Avaya, BT, HP, Nortel, Telecom Italia, NEC, and Others Collaborate to Help Telecoms Offer Secure, Intelligent Services

2009-01-08  
**OASIS Members Approve Emergency Data Exchange Standards for Resource Messaging and Hospital Availability** [2]  

2008-11-17  
**OASIS Members Form Committee to Advance Content Management Interoperability Services (CMIS) as an Open Standard** [3]  
IBM, Microsoft, Oracle, Sun Microsystems, Alfresco, Booz Allen Hamilton, EMC, Magnolia, Nuxeo, Open Text, Quark, SAP, Saperion, Vamosa, Vignette, and Others Collaborate to Enable Information Sharing Across Enterprise Content Management (ECM) Repositories

2008-11-03  
**OASIS Members Form Committee to Advance Interoperability and Conformance of OpenDocument Format (ODF) Applications** [4]  
IBM, Oracle, Sun Microsystems, Google, Novell, Red Hat, US Department of Defense, Belgian Fedict, South Africa Dept of Science and Technology, and Others Collaborate to Deliver True Data Interoperability for Office Applications

2008-10-08  
**OASIS Members Form New Committee to Enable Exchange of Healthcare Security and Privacy Information** [5]  
IBM, Axiomatics, Cisco, Red Hat, US Department of Veterans Affairs, and Others Collaborate to Meet HITSP Requirements

2008-10-08  
**OASIS Members Form New Committee to Enable Exchange of Healthcare Security and Privacy Information** [6]  
IBM, Axiomatics, Cisco, Red Hat, US Department of Veterans Affairs, and Others Collaborate to Meet HITSP Requirements

2008-09-23  
**OASIS Members Form New Committee to Advance Interoperability Standard for Information Cards** [7]  
IBM, CA, Microsoft, Nortel, Novell, the US Department of Defense, VeriSign, and Others Collaborate on Personal Digital Identity

2008-09-16  
**Members Approve Solution Deployment Descriptor (SDD) 1.0 as OASIS Standard** [8]  
IBM, Sun Microsystems, CA, Fujitsu, SAP, SAS, and Others Collaborate to Standardize Software Installation Characteristics for Lifecycle Management
2008-09-04
Europeans Explore Security Challenges and Solutions at OASIS Open Standards Forum [9]
Event to Feature Special Workshop on SOA and Telecommunications

2008-08-21
OASIS Members Form New Committee to Enable Secure Web Service Discovery and Control of Networked Devices [10]
CA, Microsoft, Nortel, Novell, Progress Software, Red Hat, Ricoh, Software AG, and Others Collaborate to Advance WS Specifications for Devices
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